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INTRODUCTION
Negotiating Non-Tenure-Track Identities
Jessica Edwards, Meg McGuire, and Rachel Sanchez

This collection began with three non-tenure-track faculty members
(NTTF) struggling to understand our professional identities in the context of a tenure system. We were faculty without an understanding of our
place in that system and without clear connections to the community of
NTTF who comprise our cohort, perhaps in part because the language
used to identify us is so inconsistent.
Contingent faculty. Adjuncts. Non-tenure-track faculty. Instructors.
Lecturers. Clinical professors. Term faculty. Part-time faculty. Our collective professional identities are wrapped up in language that is not only
not controlled by us but is also the language of our commerce—how we
are packaged as commodities—because not only are the labels inconsistent, but the work we are asked to do under each label is inconsistent, as
you will read in this collection. Some of us do administrative work, and
some of us do not. Some of us are in a position to be promoted, and
some of us are not; some of us are not interested in promotion. Some of
us cobble full-time positions out of many part-time positions, and some
of us do not. These staggering inconsistencies make it difficult for our
tenured or tenure-track (TT) counterparts to understand the work we
do, inside or outside the classroom, and the lengths we must often go in
order to remain committed to our students and colleagues.
The rhetorical power of these labels is in defining our worth to our
peers and administrators, in framing the scholarship we produce in the
name of our institutions, and in defining our worth to our institutions
themselves. But we know NTTF are consistently defined by what we are
not in all the above contexts. Often, such defining is incorporated into
our titles, yet there are other ways the institution identifies NTTF by
what we are lacking. We do not only lack tenured status, we lack focus.
We do not only lack voting rights, we lack institutional memory. We
do not only lack stability in our employment contracts, we lack power
to communicate our ideas and woes in proper institutional channels.
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For instance, a contingent-faculty member at one college labeled as an
instructor might have the same contract as someone who is labeled an
assistant professor at another institution.
This slipperiness of language on a national scale presents a lack of
consistency that must be made visual, shared, and challenged in order
to curtail the histories that have relegated NTTF to the boundaries.
While non-tenure-track faculty (NTTF) is imperfect in its deficit approach
to labeling, we chose this term for the collection because it most closely
encompasses all our titles. As we work to speak up and speak out, providing a space to communicate a few of the many stories that exist, sharing
details about our professional and personal lives that give fuller insight
into the experiences of NTTF, we hope to open a needed dialogue
about how to value the very people who take on such physical, rhetorical, and emotional work. In our discipline’s critical work of ensuring the
future of writing studies, we must understand who teaches so many of
these courses.
The linguists and philosophers George Lakoff and Mark Johnson
(1980) use much of their text Metaphors We Live By to argue the power
conceptual metaphor—and rhetoric—has on our basic understanding
of the world around us, including the roles we inhabit, the ways we situate our identities within a larger world. Conceptual metaphors, they tell
us, play a role in “the construction of social and political reality” (159),
and the political reality of NTTF has and will always be tied to the language used to identify and talk about that body of workers. Because we
exist in a tenure system, the labels tied to NTTF replicate that system
without replicating any of the associated power.
If we believe in Antonio Gramsci’s (2005) idea that sedimentations
from one “historic bloc” are often found in another, or Michael Omi
and Howard Winant’s (1994) claim about rearticulation and how systemic structures are often revamped in different historic blocs to feed
hegemony, it is easy to understand the rhetorical vibrato of NTTF conversations. Although this landscape is largely focused on quality teaching and access to teaching opportunities and service for NTTF, there are
many mountains to climb, as attention to inequality and struggles for
legitimacy cannot be ignored. Adjunct professors and non-tenured folk
all over the country are faced with challenges, from material conditions
to lack of literal time to just get work done. Faculty of color experience
problems at the intersections of race, gender, identity, and even income
within and outside NTTF positions. These problems cause disenfranchised people to experience life differently from their white counterparts. Although there are very few data about NTTF demographics
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related to race, Kimberlé Crenshaw’s (2016) work “The Urgency of
Intersectionality” underscores the importance of understanding how
power works and how disenfranchised people are often hit with multiple types of discrimination at once. Crenshaw notes she “began to use
the term ‘intersectionality’ to deal with the fact that many of our social
justice problems like racism and sexism are often overlapping, creating
multiple levels of social injustice.”
We write of our non-tenure-track faculty in this collection, of our
adjunct family, of ourselves, yet we cannot write about ourselves in a
singular way. We want to write about ourselves, yet we do not control the
language that defines ourselves. We want to reject the homogeneity of
an NTTF identity and engage with the tools to establish the myriad, complex identities that comprise more than half the teaching force at most
institutions in this country. Throughout this introduction, we editors
share our own brief stories about being NTTF and, like the authors who
follow, we strive to engage the differences in our experiences, personal
lives, and outlook on teaching and administration to paint a clearer
picture of NTTF life during another sea change for higher education.

J E S S I CA

The work of developing a professional identity, of discovering exactly
what it means to not be on a TT track, was a long road of soul searching for me as I worked to, as Audre Lorde famously said, “define myself
for myself.” When I teach writing classes, I often use the first two weeks
to encourage students to think about their own identity. I am of the
mind that much of what we do and what we write is tied to a set of
beliefs we hold; I also think if we can understand who we are and what
shapes us, we are in a better position to navigate in meaningful ways.
My approaches to teaching have certainly helped me better understand
my professional identity, as I now think of myself as a pedagogical
researcher dedicated to the scholarship of teaching; in my first teaching
job, however, I was challenged to consider my professional identity in
ways that required me to dig into the rhetorical nature of job labels and
how they affect self-awareness. As Denise Comer notes in this collection,
“The Conference on College Composition and Communication offers a
deliberately expansive definition of NTTF: ‘all faculty who are not protected by tenure.’ Still, the range of heterogeneity emphasizes the complex and varied systems that impact NTT labor and may even contribute
to the inequities themselves” (chapter 11). Because of possibilities of
what an NTTF might look like, NTFF may need to discover their own
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professional identities. Throughout my journey, not only did I have to
take time to consider the realities of my position, I had to think through
what was possible in the role to help me define myself and my work.
Immediately, I understood that high-
impact practices would not
be possible for me to sustain. Heather Jordan notes in her chapter
“Collaboration Is Critical, but Further Considerations Are Needed for
NTTF,” NTTF are often expected to engage in “high-impact practices”
that “require significant time and energy contributions on the part of
the faculty member” (chapter 14). These high-impact practices vary
but can combine consistent excellence in research, teaching, service,
mentoring, volunteering, personal life, invisible labor, and more. The
impact
reality is that consistent excellence and engagement in high-
practices is not healthy for any faculty member, especially NTTF. So, for
me, determining what was most important to me mattered greatly to
my ability to develop an identity I would be able to share with folk in any
setting so as to not sacrifice my professional integrity, my health, or my
personal life. I had to structure time each day to write, to think, which
led me to consider more clearly my professional practices. Focusing on
the scholarship of teaching helped me align myself as a professional.
Seeing myself as a pedagogical researcher, dedicated to the life of the
mind, helped me find footing. Understanding my craft as not only an
important part of the larger fabric of the institution but also as an extension of me helped me feel more grounded. Having a strong support
system of family, friends, and colleagues who continually remind me of
the significance of my contributions mattered. Finding avenues to assert
my voice proved valuable. I had to, in many ways, create these conditions
using what was available to me, and that made all the difference.
* * *
The potential fracture of identity that comes with taking on an NTTF
position and the need to put yourself together deserves more attention.
Part of the problem is that there are few places to share that not only
validate NTTF experiences but also allow for the experiences to serve as
tools for thoughtful engagement. We created this space to amplify those
stories and identities so more NTTF can be seen, heard, and understood. In so doing, we create another avenue where NTTF identities are
embraced and celebrated.

MEG

From the outside, my NTTF position does not appear to be that different from those that are tenure track. I have full voting rights in faculty
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meetings; I serve on important and worthwhile committees; overall, I
am meant to be a valued member of my institutional community. I get
the traditional, more seemingly prestigious title of associate professor.
There are no of qualifiers like of practice or of teaching in my title. I had
the opportunity to be promoted from assistant to associate professor,
and I hope to someday be promoted to full. My membership in my institutional community may be viewed and believed by many to be inclusive,
but like everyone in this collection, some areas in which the institution
strives for inclusiveness actually reinforce my exclusion.
This mixed message of inclusiveness was most apparent in my recent
promotion process. The process was exactly the same as if I were applying for tenure. I compiled a full dossier with statements that outlined
my teaching and service. My dossier was sent out to external reviewers,
selected from some of the most important people in my field. A number
of students gave statements on my teaching. The process was challenging, especially in trying to convey how my workload and the work I do
as NTTF matters to the university I work for. It is a different argument
than one made by TT faculty, yet the dossier looks similar. The only difference is that I do not have a research section. But I had done scholarship as NTTF, and that scholarship was also included, not in a separate
scholarship section but as part of my teaching statement. NTTF are not
expected to produce articles or books, yet we are encouraged to do so,
so the articles and book chapters acted as a testament to the work I put
into my teaching and how the work I do gives me room to strive to be
better as a teacher by bringing this knowledge into the classroom. But
publishing is not, again, on paper, important to our performance review
as teachers. And yet, reading between the lines, if NTTF want to be
promoted, we are encouraged to produce articles, or books. In fact, in
every letter I received in support of my promotion case, my research was
discussed as just that. Almost all comments regarding my scholarship
made some point about how impressive it was that I had had such a full
teaching load and was still producing scholarship. Not one comment
was made about how it strengthened my teaching or discussed what kind
of scholarship it was.
What I took from this experience is that NTTF, in order to further
succeed at the university, especially in terms of a dossier, must look like
TT faculty, even if we are not always valued as such. I am fortunate I
am able to include my scholarship, unlike NTTF at some universities
that advocate for no scholarship at all, as Angie McKinnon Carter,
Christopher Lee, and Linda Shelton discuss in their chapter “The
Sound of Silence: Negotiating Non-Tenure-Track Invisibility within the
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Institution” about their own promotion experiences. But the review
process for contingent faculty is designed for tenure-
track faculty,
assessed by tenure-
track faculty, and decided upon by tenure-
track
faculty. One could argue this process is one way to make NTTF valued
and included. NTTF go through a vigorous process that assesses their
work and merits achieved in a certain time frame because they are just
as important as the work and merits of TT faculty. Many of my colleagues involved in this collection and I argue that this process exists
because, as many NTTF faculty working in writing and English departments nationally know, universities don’t know how to account for the
work NTTF do. They know what they want NTTF to do; they want them
to teach classes. Even the MLA, in its Statement on the Use of Part-
Time and Full-Time Adjunct Faculty Members, states, “Adjunct faculty
members should be hired, reviewed, and given teaching assignments
according to processes comparable to those established for the tenured or tenure-track faculty members” (2020). This advocacy, though
made in good faith, does little to create equity and inclusion. Adjuncts
are supplemental to the perceived permanency of tenure, a truth tied
more to language than to practice, as the ranks of NTTF grow to not
only equal those of their tenured counterparts but to surpass them
significantly. Adjuncts are supplemental to the idea of tenure but are
not supplemental to undergraduate education; their labor is where
undergraduate education lives.
* * *
Because NTTF labor can be seen as a threat to the traditional tenure
system, as evidenced by such texts as the WPA listserv, where frequent
arguments are made about the value and impact of NTTF, the sense of
isolation and exclusion felt by NTTF grows even as university administrators create programs and paths that seek to aid in NTTF development. Strange that such labor is viewed as a threat at all when its very
existence is contingent, is paid a fraction of what TT labor is paid, and
has never contained a back-door or secret, easier path to tenure. What
is less strange is that educators would take on an NTT appointment at
all, given the vulnerabilities related not only to the position but also to
the profession. We are professionals who are as committed to our students, scholarship, and institutions as our TT counterparts, but we are
also people with responsibilities that demand our attention, demand we
take positions steeped in vulnerability in order to survive the economic
and personal realities of being postsecondary writing instructors with
significant student debt in a world that increasingly devalues liberal
arts education.
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RACHEL

I was a month into living in a friend’s basement when I received my first
contract offer. Knowing there weren’t jobs in my hometown for recently
minted MAs of English literature, I had developed enough fear that,
when I received the email from my former department chair asking if I
was looking for a teaching job, I didn’t hesitate. The job was part time.
I couldn’t afford moving back to the college town I had only recently
vacated, so I had to borrow from a graduate school friend, also a new MA,
to cover my moving expenses. The narrative of MA graduates being what
it is, and the preparation of graduate students for professions outside academia being what it is, I believed this offer was the best I should expect.
A bridge appointment. That’s what our profession calls it, yet the trouble
with that label is that it supposes the employer is invested in assisting the
employee in crossing that bridge from apprentice to expert. Those first
couple of years, I worked under a department chair who did not know
who I was. I didn’t receive annual reviews. I didn’t know I could or should
be attending department meetings and had even been encouraged not
to go. The work was being sold to me, in most respects, as an extension of
graduate school without required seminars. My closest ally and the person responsible for mentoring me was another MA graduate with one
year of teaching experience beyond my own, another bridge appointee
on her way to a PhD program. TT faculty, whom I saw as treasured and
critical mentors, asked about upcoming PhD plans, and regardless of
intention, this question implied a limitation to the position that had not
occurred to me when I accepted it. Looking back, I understand; a bridge
appointment is only that if I am walking across the bridge from the place
I was—a space untenable, of unreliable contracts and fewer professional
benefits—to the promised land: tenure. And if not tenure, then to the
space we rarely discuss in graduate school: the real world. This untenable
space is difficult to live within, and it can be difficult to know where you
are or where you need to go, especially as a new instructor two months
outside her MA, only six years outside high school.
But ours is a position of contradictions, and it is also worth noting
that during this half-time employment, I was benefit eligible. My life
filled with complications, yet I never worried that my job was in danger
as a result. Quickly after I took on significant family responsibilities, my
contract stretched to full time, thanks in large part to a new department
chair. Later, I brought a toddler with me to class, and nobody cared.
A canceled class was not strike one in a three-strike system. My department did not close new teaching opportunities to me after a disastrous
attempt at teaching my first upper-division class but instead provided
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me additional opportunities—I taught new upper-division courses, then
I taught online, then I taught courses for multilingual students, then I
taught courses for basic writers. For NTTF, life exists within the space of
these contradictions, as Seth Myers details beautifully in “Off Track and
Sidetracked,” in this collection, and what we carry with us in that space
is our commitment to the work. Our identities as professors are not contingent, a truth that no doubt contributes to our (dys)functional relationship to our positions. We love the work we do, and we are so lucky to
be employed by institutions even though they find us too lacking in one
way or another to be seen as permanent; we are so lucky to be housed
in departments with such significant service-course responsibilities that
what we lack is necessarily overlooked.
It’s a phrase I’ve heard repeatedly as NTTF, a refrain in our nonofficial theme song. We’re so lucky; it could be so much worse. We could have
semester or quarter-long contracts. We’re so lucky. We could make so little
we must seek employment from two or more universities. It could be so
much worse. We could have classes taken away from us a week before starting class. We could be ineligible for benefits. We could have even less
than we have now, we’re soooooooo lucky.
* * *
our existence—
is tough to
The contradiction of our employment—
understand outside the vantage point NTTF call home. It is a space of
averages, tallying what we have so we might leverage it against what we
do not have, what we’re told might never be ours. Consequently, this
collection challenges the institution and all who participate within it,
asking for clear ways contingent faculty fit into the system. It challenges
tenure-track counterparts who often want to support NTTF but lack an
understanding of how contingent faculty are seen and valued. Finally,
this collection challenges the collective identities within the contingentfaculty cohort across the nation. We have all chosen our careers for a
variety of reasons and bring with us our own background experiences.
So the authors of these fifteen chapters have been brave to share their
stories by speaking up and helping define what the nontenure track is
and by beginning to offer suggestions for ways we can come together as
a community and how we might better fit within our departments and
institutions.
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